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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate the application of Least Square

(LS), Recursive Least Square (RLS), and Neural Network to estimate the

identification of flexible beam structure and development a (Proportional-Integral-

Derivative) PID controller for the system. The input and output data used for system

identification process were obtained from experimental setup. The performance of

system identification used, Lest Squares (LS), Recursive Least Squares (RLS), and

Neural Network (NN) were verified using Mean Square Error (MSE) technique.

Comparative assessment was conducted to compare all the result obtained and the

best transfer function was obtained from RLS system identification approach with

smallest MSE value of 8.182×10-08. The transfer function has been used to help the

development of control system to suppress unwanted vibration of the flexible

manipulator system. In this study, a PID controller has been proposed to use for the

vibration suppression. This controller was tuned by using heuristic tuning in Matlab

SIMULINK simulation environment.
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ABSTRAK

Penyelidikan ini bertujuan untuk mengkaji penggunaan aplikasi kaedah

Kuadrat Terkecil (LS), Rekursi Kuadrat Terkecil (RLS), dan Rangkaian Neural (NN)

untuk mengenalpasti identiti model struktur rasuk yang fleksibel dan mencadangkan

satu sistem pengawalan (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) PID untuk sistem fleksibel

tersebut. Eksperimen telah dijalankan untuk memperolehi data masukan dan keluaran

yang digunakan dalam proses pengenalpastian model sistem tersebut. Keupayaan

LS, RLS, dan NN disahkan dengan menggunakan kaedah Minimum Ralat Kuasa

Dua (MSE). Perbandingan telah dijalankan untuk menilai prestasi kaedah-kaedah

yang digunakan untuk mencari identiti struktur fleksibel yang terbaik dengan nilai

MSE yang terkecil ialah 8.182×10-08diperolehi menggunakan kaedah RLS. Model

identiti yang terbaik digunakan dalam perekaan sistem kawalan untuk menyekat

getaran yang tidak diperlukan pada sistem manipulator fleksibel. Dalam kajian ini,

pengawalan PID telah dicadangkan untuk tujuan menyekat getaran tersebut.

Pengawal PID tersebut telah ditala menggunakan kaedah heuristik  dan disimulasi

menggunakan Matlab SIMULINK.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

4.1 Background of Study

Manipulators are one of the prominent components of robots system.  Due to

having some functional characteristics, manipulators have been implemented in the

industry (Minh et al., 2012; Jnifene, 2007) aero investigations (Hu, 2008; Zarafshan,

2013), biomedical application (Kenser and Howe, 2011; Yaran et al., 2012), and

many scientific purposes. When the human cannot afford to carry out some tedious

and accurate tasks, automaton’s manipulators come in handy to implement such

operations; also they have been implored in order to do backbreaking labors in the

industry (Ding et al., 2014). In the most of cases flexible manipulator has been

preferred rather than its rigid counterpart. Some striking characteristics such as light

weight, small size, fast response and consuming low energy encourage using flexible

manipulators.

Flexible structure can be referred to the ability of the lightweight structure in

the various and complicated applications. The usual flexible structures such as beam,

plate, shell, and frame have been used wieldy in engineering applications.

In the industrial application the flexible structure can be used in order to

remove the large space of working place that have been occupied with heavy and

huge rigid structures. Producing high performance such as the using the less energy

to lunch and manoeuvre the flexible structure is another superior attribute of flexible

structure.
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Kesner, Member, Howe, & Member, The flexible robot manipulator is one of

the sensitive flexible structures that has been used for carrying out the acute and

precise scientific tasks, like surgical operation and assembling the tiny electronic

products (Kesner, Member, Howe, & Member, 2011).

The worldwide usage and increasing demand of robot in scientific

applications, many researchers have focused on designing and controlling the precise

robot for implementing the any rigorous task, similarly, modelling of flexible

manipulator as inherent part of robot control system is considered as well.

Despite the functional attribute of flexible manipulator, there is no guarantee

on perfect performance of it. Flexibility in terms of low stiffness characteristic (Qiu

and Zhao, 2012; Yatim et al, 2012) result in unwanted vibration or chaotic motion, so

the quality of operation could be affected by such vibration. Consequently, Extra

oscillation at the operation point leads to time delay and may mess up all the

performances. With regard to all consideration, the flexible manipulator has

prevalent usage as well, in other word, there have been many superior ways to get

over some drawbacks and preserve the applying of the flexible manipulator in the

today’s application.

Undesirable vibration of robot manipulator when the accuracy is the first and

vital factor is not negligible. This unwanted vibration may make the catastrophic

incident for human and causes economic losses thus, controlling and supressing such

vibration is one of the engineering obsession.

All the prominent consideration related to the vibration control of the flexible

robot manipulator call for this study. This vibration is much severe in slender flexible

manipulator especially in the tip with or without the external loading.

Yurkovich et al.(1990) stated, there is close relationship between accurate

modelling and precise controlling the flexible beam. The key point is flexible

structures are suffering from low stiffness that comes from the inherent lightweight

properties ( Yurkovich, Tzes, & Hillsley, 1990).
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Gu et al. (1997) Vibration damping of flexible structure requires obtaining the

dynamic behaviour of flexible structure( Gu, Song, & Zhou, 1997), in other word,

the proper modelling of motion that express the relationship between inputs and out

puts is necessary to design the efficient controller in order to mitigate the unwanted

vibration.

During the past years, many rigorous studies have been done in order to drive

the mathematical modelling of flexible structure. These researches have been done

by considering some additional condition and some simplification due to the

complex physical characteristics such as nonlinearities and uncertainties.

Extracting the mathematical model of flexible manipulator by applying the

new method in place of classical method would improve the appropriate modelling

for designing the adaptive controller strategy. System identification is one of the

novel and well-known technique that is established to introduce the transfer function

of flexible manipulator motion with making the relationship between the inputs and

outputs data in a simple algebraic mathematic form.

1.1 Objectives

The objective of this study is to suppress the vibration of flexible

manipulator. Briefly:

1. To present the dynamic modelling of flexible manipulator by using

parametric and non-parametric system identification techniques.

2. To investigate the best model from the proposed techniques.

3. To develop the adaptive and robust PID controller to suppress the

vibration of flexible manipulator.
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1.2 Problem Statement

Numerous application of flexible manipulator has being increased during

these days because of striking characteristic of flexibility; however, the flexibility

associated with low stiffness results in some problem such as unwanted vibration.

Vibration is one of the dynamic characteristic of any system that related to

the any loading or instantaneous stimulations with external factors. Some vibration

manifestation is desirable such as vibrating guitar string producing the music, on the

other hand, some vibration phenomenon are destructive like the vibrating the

suspension bridge in presence of the wind as external excitation.

Manifestation of vibration in the some structure in the inherent fact that may

cause the catastrophic loss either in human or economic vision in the excessive

vibration cases beside the designing and controlling the vibrating system the

maintenance and monitoring such system has priority.

In order to control the vibration such as flexible manipulator as vibrating

system, the behaviour of the manipulator must be investigated by modelling the

dynamic motion and finding the mathematical model of motion, so the appropriate

method should be introduced except for the classical approach.

The novel and adaptive method of modelling is called system identification

that based on subset data as inputs and outputs, the inputs data are include the

discretized input signal, in other word, excitation signal and output data are include

the response of input or oscillating motion as discretized signal. The outcome of

system identification modelling is the transfer function of model that has been

presented as difference equation in which indicates the relationship between output

and inputs.
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With respect to system identification approach there are divers methods to

describe the system identification, some researcher have proposed different models

structure that used the system identification method to describe the inputs and

outputs data. There are two main prominent standpoints with regard to system

identification, one is linear model structure and another is nonlinear model structure.

In the some literature is known as parametric and nonparametric model respectively.

This study has used two method of system identification. First of all

implementing the linear model structure using ARX model and estimation of

proposed model is done by least square (LS) and recursive least square (RLS) as

parametric model estimation. The proposed model is in form of difference equation

to show the mathematical model. The second proposed model is nonlinear model

structure, in this approach the neural network (NN) concept is employed to present

the model structure. The resulting outcome of neural network is considered as

nonlinear modelling that relates the inputs and outputs of system.

1.3 Scope of Study

1. Experimental test rig of flexible manipulator is used to obtain the inputs and

outputs. (data set).

2. Establishment of linear and nonlinear dynamic model.

3. Using least square (LS) and recursive least square (RLS) for estimation of

linear model and neural network (NN) approach as nonlinear model

estimation.

4. Developing the PID controller to supress the vibration of flexible

manipulator.

1.4 Research Approach

This study is divided into two prominent  parts, first of all the mathematical

model which is extracted by using the system identification approach, namely least
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square (LS) and recursive least square (RLS) as linear model estimation, then the

neural network (NN) technique has been applied in order to  find the nonlinear model

estimation. Both proposed model present the transfer function of model. Finally, the

proposed modelling is used to design the PID controller in order to supress the

vibration of flexible manipulator. The flow chart of this research is illustrated in

Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Research Approach

Model Estimation:
NARX:   neural network
ARX: least square (LS) and

recursive least square (RLS)

Data Acquisition

System Identification:
Model structure

1- Linear:   ARX
2- Nonlinear:  NARX

Model Validation:
Mean square error

PID Controller Design
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1.5 Outline of Thesis

This research is divided into five main chapters as below:

Chapter 1 presents the introduction, background, and study of the flexible

manipulator, the objective, problem statement, scope and theoretical framework of

this study.

Chapter 2 includes review of study the previous research and study of other

researchers in modelling of flexible manipulator.

Chapter 3 presents the research methodology of this study, the procedure of

implementation of research, include of gathering data, system identification using

least square, recursive least square and neural network, validation test and controller

design is proposed.

Chapter 4 concentrates on obtained result from system identification and

correctness and accuracy of result from LS, RLS and NN using the least square error

and also develop the mathematical model in order to designing  and tuning the

controller .

Chapter 5 contains the conclusion part and recommendation based on results

and discussion.
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